APPENDIX 1

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THROUGHPUT-DELAY PERFORMANCE RESULTS ON COMPUTER FOR MODIFIED ALOHA/CSMA PROTOCOL CONFIGURATIONS

Figure A1.1 Photograph of offered traffic versus throughput performance on computer for modified Aloha/CSMA (with single laser operation)
Figure A1.2 Photograph of offered traffic versus delay performance on computer for modified Aloha/CSMA (with single laser operation)

Figure A1.3 Photograph of throughput versus delay performance on computer for modified Aloha/CSMA (with single laser operation)
Figure A1.4 Photograph of offered traffic versus throughput performance on computer for modified Aloha/CSMA (with slotted and unslotted configuration)

Figure A1.5 Photograph of offered traffic versus delay performance on computer for modified Aloha/CSMA (with slotted and unslotted configuration)
Figure A1.6  Photograph of throughput versus delay performance on computer for modified Aloha/CSMA (with slotted and unslotted configuration)